RS232 to RS422 Extender Kit
Part Number 1830-190

Wiring Instructions

Notes:

1. Transmit data terminals + & - connect to Receive data terminals + & - respectively. Wires connecting these terminals MUST be twisted.

2. Receive data terminals + & - connect to Transmit data terminals + & - respectively. Wires connecting these terminals MUST be twisted.

3. Ground wire is not twisted with any other wire(s).

4. The cable length on the supplied RS232 cable is six (6) feet. Maximum distance for any RS232 cable used with these extenders is 100 feet.

5. CAT5 wire is not supplied with this kit. Maximum distance for the CAT5 wire run is 4000 feet.

6. Note: The Ethernet Adapter is not a part of this kit – it is sold separately but shown here for clarification.